
don lalo magic  [2 open rooms]

mark so

—for one (or any number realizing the piece independently), along san fernando road at nurmi street in sylmar, california

approaching on foot via the sidewalk on the west side of  san fernando road, along sequences of  metal fencing; coming to the 
first two lots running north along the west side of  san fernando road from nurmi street, the lots being bounded by "don lalo 
towing and tire" at the corner with nurmi street and "magic auto body" (12723 san fernando road) to the north, and being 
divided one from the other by a narrow wall projecting back between them from the sidewalk

*

perform any number of  listening postures and acts, alternating any number of  postures given below (each for any amount of 
time) with any number of  simple actions/activities of  the performer's choosing (also lasting any amount of  time); any 
number of  such alternations between listening and acting; any repetitions/omissions, at the performer's discretion; perhaps 
doing this for a while, leaving the vicinity or doing nothing for a time, then returning to continue the performance later

listen: 

(combine any position from the first list with any orientation from the second list; one posture or any sequence of  postures)

standing close to the edge of  the dividing wall and facing it, with one ear to each lot
standing close to the edge of  the dividing wall and facing away from it
standing in front of  the south lot (next to "don lalo towing and tire") and facing it
standing in front of  the south lot and facing away from it
standing in front of  the north lot (next to "magic auto body") and facing it
standing in front of  the north lot and facing away from it

hands cupped behind the ears, opening forward
hands cupped in front of  the ears, opening backward
left hand cupped behind left ear (right ear unmodified)
left hand cupped in front of  left ear (right ear unmodified)
right hand cupped behind right ear (left ear unmodified)
right hand cupped in front of  right ear (left ear unmodified)
left hand cupped in front of  left ear, right hand cupped behind right ear
left hand cupped behind left ear, right hand cupped in front of  right ear
both ears unmodified

act: 

(anywhere near the lots, in any orientation, perhaps changing position; one act or any sequence of  acts)

sustaining simple activity (e.g., read, peel an onion, walk around, etc.)
single simple action (e.g., yell, throw a stone into a lot, play a tone, etc.)
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